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Review of Day 1

— Standards bodies and Technical Committees
— international and European processes
  NWIP — WD — CD — DIS — FDIS — Publication
— role of national committees
  consult, provide experts, review drafts, submit votes, adopt standards
— membership models
  trade associations/universities/government/users
  voluntary/paid
— current INS (MD) Technical committees
  need to setup appropriate mirror committees
— review and adoption of existing standards

Questions and discussion
Day 2 — Morning

Day 2

— committee management (2)
— review and adoption of existing standards
— membership management
— document distribution
— participating in European/international work

SUMMARY
Day 2 — Morning

Committee management

Exercise [20 minutes]

How to select a chairman

Who should have access to European/international documents

How to distribute documents to national committee members

How to decide votes/submit comments
Day 2 — Morning

Review and adoption of existing standards

— Existing standards replacing existing INS (MD) standards
  technical review by ‘experts’ and committee members
direct replacement or need to maintain differences

— European/international standards in development
  Review scope, compare with existing INS (MD) standards
  Participate in the development

— Specific MD needs — no European/international equivalent
  Discuss with European/international TC
  Prepare/submit New Work Proposal

— Develop national standard
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Review and adoption of existing standards

Exercise [20 minutes]

How to migrate users to new standards
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Questions and discussion
Day 2 — Morning

Break